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Abstract
In this paper, an improved approach of
detecting building changes with aerial
imageries has been proposed. hi^ approach
first makes uses of image pixel's color,
structure's edge information and their
correlation to filter out the candidates at
relatively high speed. Then existing vector
topographical map information and previously
processed data are used for more precise
analysis to get rid of unrelated changes.
Experiments with actual data shows that the
proposed approach has obtained success rate of
above 90% while keeping the retrieval rate
above 70%.

1 Introduction
Recently, in Japan, many local governments
have adopted the method of surveying
building's change with the aid of aerial
imageries. This method is far more efficient
than visually inspecting every building by
investigators on the ground. But it also has the
shortcoming of requiring veteran operators in
order to maintain its reliability and efficiency.
In order to further improve the applicability of
this method, more reliable and less costly
method is expected.
Detection of building change through image
processing technology is one of the most
widely researched approaches. There have been
many researches reported on change
detection[l- lo]. But most the proposed
approaches are most effective for the following
type of areas:
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1) the density of building is low
2) image resolution is high
3) the color or gray scale for building's surface
are 'lose to uniform
4) the shape of building's roof is of polygon
But since most of the cities in Japan are
densely inhabited, the existing approaches are
hardly applicable.
This paper proposes a new approach for
building change detection with aerial imagery
and topographical map. It first retrieve the
candidates of changed building by applying a
series of image processing techniques, which
assures maximum recovery rate and high
processing speed at the same time. Then
existing map information and previous
processed result are made use of to eliminate
unrelated changes, so that recognition rate are
improved to a practical level while recovery
rate is maintained at high value.
In the following sections, the system
configuration is described in section 2, the
filtering of candidates of changed buildings is
described in section 3, the selection of building
related changes are described in section 4, the
experimental results of this proposed approach
with real world data is presented in section 5.
Section 6 summarizes the whole approach.

2 System Configuration
Fig.1 shows the configuration of the proposed
approach, which is an expansion of our existing
system[l I]. The input data are pairs of digitized
aerial photos taken a certain period apart,
usually a year apart. The output is the
candidates of regions where building change
may have most probably happened. The
detection of changed building are performed

mainly in two stages:l) candidate filtering and
2) candidate selection. The first stage consists
of calculation of color difference, edge
detection, disparity calculation and overlapping
checking. The output is the areas where
building changes most likely happened. Section
3 gives more detailed description about this
stage. Since there are also changes caused by
cars, fields, trees and so on, more precise
analysis of changed areas are performed by the
second stage. It consists of comparison of
candidate area's position with existing
t opograph i ca 1 map information and checking
of
the shape information against those
previously processed. More detailed description
will be give in Section 4.
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Here, all the procedures are performed with the
preprocessed image pair. The preprocessing
includes rectification and color adjustment by
equation (1) and (2).

Color difference is chosen for filtering out the
initial candidates because it is the most
prominent and reliable features of changed
objects, and the processing time is minimum.
The procedure of "Noise deductic~n"eliminates
those candidate areas with area less than
targeted threshold, which depends the
resolution of the image and the minimum
change areas to be detected.
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3. Combine the results by the above two
procedures by checking their position
relationship and take the overlapped ones as
candidate of changed building, with the area
showing the range and edge the position
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Fig. l Configuration of Proposed System

3 Candidate Filtering
Since most of the image processing techniques
are time consuming, one of the most primal
targets for constructing practical system is
speed improvement while maintaining optimal
processing result. In our approach, this is
obtained by the following approach:

I . Calculating color difference as initial area
candidates
2. Retrieve edge segments and calculate the
correlation along them and take those with
low correlation value as edge candidates

The correlation along edge segments is the
equivalence of pseudo-stereography effect,
which is the phenomenon when viewing the
image pairs as stereography. Since building
structures always have edge segments and any
changes has the most prominent disparity along
the edges, the changes can be precisely and
efficiently detected by calculating disparity
only along the edge segments.

4 Candidate Selection
Since the candidates filtered from original
image pairs still contains regions not related to
building changes,
further analysis are
necessary to select only those generated by
building changes. In our approach, two sources
of information are used for this purpose.
First, existing topographical map data, which

are rectified to the imagery, are used to verify
the possibility of existence of building change.
The position and area of change candidates are
checked against that of building and road in
topographical map. Candidate regions lying
within building areas are given higher
possibility. Those outside of building areas are
eliminated if their shape is not building like.
Here, the analysis of building is performed in
the same method as in the second step that
follows. Regions that fall within the road
regions are eliminated since road do not change
often and the possibility of new buildings on a
previous road region is very low.

coordinates adjusted. Experimental results
show that even for imageries of densely
populated area, the success rate of change
detection is above 90% while keeping the
retrieval rate above 60% when teacher data is
not used. Here, the retrieval rate and success
rate are defined as follows:
re jrieval - rotul - number - of - correct - cundidutes
rate
101(10 - nunrhur - ~f - changed - buildings
SUCCeSS - rota1 - nunrhur - of - corrrcr - candidares
rate
total - nrrnrhrr - of - cundidures

Second, when imagery of the same district has
been processed, the retrieved candidates and
final candidates are taken as teacher data, which
will be sued to train a back-propagation type
neural network. The network is then used to
analysis the shapes of the newly retrieved
candidates.
The features used for shape analysis are as
follows:

- area
area of convex
peripheral
- elongation
- width and height along the elongation
axis
- aredarea-of-convex
- ared(width*height)
- widthheight
The teacher data are grouped as regions of
changed buildings inside and outside of
building area of topographical map, partial
or overall changes, and regions of non changed
buildings.
As a result, most of the unrelated change
candidates on roads, empty space, field and so
on can be eliminated.
-
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Experimental Results

we have

applied the proposed approach to a
number of real world imagery pairs to verify its
validity. Fig.1 shows part of an imagery pair
taken in two consecutive years, with

(a) photo taken in 1995

(12)

photo tithen in 1996

Fig. 1 An example of aerial photo pairs(partia1)
When the neural network trained by the teacher
data is used the recognition rate and recovery
rate becomes above 90% and 70% respectively.
Fig.2 shows the result of color difference only,
with many unrelated candidates caused by non-

building changes. Fig.3 shows the processing
result of final change candidates.
The typical computational time for image of
about 2000X2000 is less than 20 minute CPU
time, when performed on an PC of PentiumII
300.
Most of the undetected regions of (partialy)
changed buildings have area less than that of
cars, which, according to the 40cm resolution
of our sample images, is difficult to distinguish
from those caused by cars, shade, trees and so
on. This can mostly be solved by using images
of higher resolution.

Fig.2 Result of color difference only

proposed approach
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Conclusions

The proposed approach in this paper makes use
of psuedo- stereography effect and previous
proccessed data to detect change of buildings

from aerial photos. The experimental results
show that the proposed approach is capable of
detecting change of buildings at high speed and
precision.
Since time consuming processings are
performed only in areas of high probability, our
approach requires less computing resources and
is more robust in the case of densely populated
area, when compared to approaches dealing
with similar problems.
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